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There are 3 parts about the dataset in total. 
Part1: Images
Images about  the glass crystal with the defects
Part2: Videos
There are 400 frames in one video, which is used to record the 
track of the glass crystal.
Part3: XML files 
The XML files include the detailed position information in the 
glass crystal images. 

Finding Defects on Glass Crystal

Class crystals are widely used in various industries, including 
electronics, optics, and jewelry, which ensures the necessity to 
develop an image and video analysis system for identifying 
defects present on glass crystal surfaces. 

Up to the present, significant progress has been made in the 
classification of defects in glass crystal images through the 
training of CNN models. However, when dealing with diamond 
video data, numerous challenges persist.

This project introduces an advanced image processing and video 
tracking system that utilizes machine learning algorithms, 
computer vision techniques, and deep neural networks to 
efficiently categorize defects on glass crystals throughout videos.

Introduction Step 1: Classification and Segmentation Model
We separate the video into each frame first. And then we convert 
processing video into processing image. The detailed workflow is 
as below:

Datasets

We utilize an adapted unsupervised deep tracking method to 
track inclusions in the video, employing the integration of 
unsupervised learning into the Siamese based correlation filter 
framework. This lightweight network architecture allows 
simultaneous learning of convolutional features and correlation 
tracking. 

Discriminative Correlation Filters
DCF is a method that employs correlation between a target 
template and candidate patches to efficiently track objects in 
video sequences.

Methods

• Improve classification accuracy 
• Conduct batch tracking processing for videos

Future Work

Figure 1. General framework for correlation-filter-based object tracking.

Figure 2. An overview of unsupervised deep tracking.

Table 1. Video processing workflow.

Figure 1. Glass crystal and clarity chart.
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Unsupervised Learning Prototype
The unsupervised tracking method utilizes a Siamese correlation 
filter backbone learned through forward and backward tracking. 
An overview of Unsupervised Learning Motivation is shown 
below:

Aims
Label the defects on the video frames. 
Track the defects in the video using Neural Network.

Step 2: Use YOLO to track the video
We feed the images and txt files with the accurate position 
information of the tracks into the  model for training. After 
training the model, we put the video as the input for tacking the 
video.


